
Monday
Junior Legos (PK4-K)

11 classes- $ 495
 With a focus on engineering, we'll help students explore science and math

fundamentals through LEGO! Living in New York City, we experience some of the
world's most innovative architecture just on our way to school. What better way
to educate and excite our kids than by celebrating these famous buildings and
their creators while fostering STEM & creative thinking skills. Join us each week
as students have a blast building, testing, and exploring the world with lego! 

 
Harry Potter Club (Grades 1-5)

11 classes- $ 495
 Calling all aspiring witches and wizards! Join us for this immersive class inspired

by Harry's wonderful wizarding world. Each week, students study a different
Hogwarts subject and complete a magical project like learning spells, owl

making, and more! Weaving improv and theatre games together with arts and
crafts, students use their imaginations and creativity to bring the magical series
to life. By the end of the session, students will band together to solve a mystery

and defeat a dark wizard using all that Harry Potter has taught them!
 

Canvas Art (Grades 1-3)
11 classes- $ 495

 Come explore art through the medium of paint. Each week we’ll discover a new
technique and subject to create a custom painting on canvas. This class will be a
great place for young Picassos to begin their creative journey, having tons of fun

and being encouraged to express themselves!
 

Improv Theater (Grades 4-8)
11 classes- $ 495

 In this class, kids will learn basic improv skills, play games and develop
communication and performance skills, all while building confidence and learning

to work together as a group!
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Tuesday

Little Yogi’s (PK-K)
14 classes- $ 630

 Join us for an interactive yoga class to get your kiddos moving and
reconnected! We'll stretch like puppy dogs, bend like cats and move like

cows. After we shake out some excess energy, we'll be still like flowers to
invite some mindfulness back into our lives. This class provides a super fun,
engaging and truly interactive experience that's perfect for mini yogis of all

levels.
 

Woven Wonders (Grades 1-5)
14 classes- $ 630

Let’s explore sewing, knitting, crafting and macrame! Children will learn the
basics of textile art with weekly creative projects. From sewing an IPAD
pouch, designing a handbag to casting on a stitch, children will express
their creativity with a touch of fashionable flair. We'll cover the world of

textiles in this fun and artistically expressive class! 
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Wednesday

Canvas Art (PK4-K)
12 classes- $ 540

 Come explore art through the medium of paint. Each week we’ll discover a new
technique and subject to create a custom painting on canvas. This class will be a
great place for young Picassos to begin their creative journey, having tons of fun

and being encouraged to express themselves!
 

Hip Hop Dance (Grades 1-5)
12 classes- $ 540

Children will explore musicality and the latest dance moves in this fun-filled,
high-energy class. We'll groove through a group warm up, in "follow along"
dances, and build a repertoire of classic hip-hop moves such as breaking,

popping and locking. Developmental skill-building will help refine gross motor
coordination and control. Children will build confidence and expand their

appreciation of music through the universal language of dance.
 

Chess with Curated Care (Grades 1-3)
12 classes- $ 540

 Gather your board, pawns, rooks, and more for Chess! Children will learn about
this historic game, each piece's function, some cool lingo, and even a gambit or

two. Whether you're introducing a casual player or the next junior champion, this
class will focus on players' full understanding of pieces, positions, and strategy

while building focus, sportsmanship and enthusiasm for chess!
 

Running Club (Grade 4-8)
12 classes- $ 540

Come join the MMS Running club! This club will explore running paths in both
Riverside and Central Parks. Children will start with a brief warm up and will run
two to three miles each session. No prior distance running experience is required

just the willingness to practice an endurance sport. Appropriate running attire
required: sneakers and active wear. Rain or shine!
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Thursday
Moving & Grooving (PK4-K)

13 classes- $ 585
 Learn the fundamentals of music: rhythm, tempo and beat. Children explore
beat and rhythm structures as they engage with songs and instruments that

inspire movement and dance. This class focuses on exploration and peer
socialization - all while movin' and groovin' to fun and engaging beats!

 
LEGO Explorations (K-1)

13 classes- $ 585
LEGO Explorations is an introductory engineering and building program for

children.  Students will use Lego kits to build machines that teach principles like:
gravity, potential and kinetic energy, buoyancy and density, probability, torque

with gear movement, and more. Real world engineering challenges and themes
are used to make projects engaging and fun!

 
MOHR’s Explorers (Grades 2-5)

13 classes- $ 715
Gear up for weekly Central Park EDventures, including shelter building, bird

tracking and woodlands hide-and-seek – plus an original variety of awesome
outdoor games & activities! This challenging outdoor program builds confidence,

while encouraging teamwork, creativity and open-ended education.
The possibilities? Endless. The experiences? Memorable. The FUN? Guaranteed!!!

 
We will be outdoors; please be prepared for all types of weather and visit www.mohrs-

explorers.com for further information. (Children will return to the school lobby at 5:15)
 

Comic Book Creation (Grades 4-8)
13 classes- $ 585

 Using paper, pen, and coloring materials, we will create an exciting story in the
form of a comic book. Kids will learn how to craft an action-packed plot and all
about the tricks and tropes used in many of their favorite tales. As the stories

about "good guys" and "bad guys" unfolds, kids will observe the ways a
person's choices affects other people and situations in imagined scenarios. This

exploration of creative writing, linear story-telling, and artistic expression will
help kids find their inner hero, who can see the good in everyone! (Grades 1 - 4) 
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Friday
Dance Fusion (PK4-K)

13 classes- $ 585
Join us for a celebration of dance from around the world! This class provides a fun

introduction to a variety of dance styles, including ballet, hip hop, modern, ballroom, Latin
and more. Students will learn the basic technique of each style, build musicality and

strength through weekly exercises, and explore their own personal style as they develop
their own choreography. Expand your child's dance repertoire in this unique and enriching

class!
 

Crazy Constructions (K-1)
13 classes- $ 585

Here is your chance to play and build while practicing creative thinking and problem solving
skills. Create houses, vehicles, creatures, bridges and so much more.  Students will learn
about engineering and physics while inventing and creating their own toys and projects.

We will provide the materials and the instruction, children will provide the imagination. All
materials provided. Some projects may take more than one week to complete. NEW

PROJECTS EVERY TERM
 

Inventors Workshop (Grades 2-5)
13 classes- $ 585

Think it, design it, build it with the team from Dazzling Discoveries. Kids who love to build
become inventors as they explore and create using a wide variety of materials. Explore and

create using everything from paper & cardboard to lights and motors. Make your own
games, toys and inventions. Based on STEM principles of science, engineering, technology

and math, kids will invent, make and take home their special projects. All materials provided.
NEW PROJECTS EVERY TERM. .

 
Primi Violin- Beginner (All Elementary & Middle School)

13 classes- $ 520
In this class, we learn violin fundamentals, its different parts and how they function. Then,
we learn proper posture and care. Because using the bow is more complex, we first learn
note playing through plucking the string. Eventually we integrate the use of the bow while

developing the ability to produce a good sound as we draw the bow across the string.
Students continue building on the fundamentals by playing through proper exercises and

songs that incorporate additional rhythms and the use of all 3 strings
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